Corporate success at Bosch is determined by innovation capability and an edge in know-how. Accept with us the challenge of new tasks by your willingness to permanently learn something new. Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH is a globally operating division of the Bosch Group. We develop smart customer-oriented solutions for integrated entertainment, navigation, telematics and driver assistance functions in the Original Equipment business. In this context, we use our specific system integration skills to further expand our leadership position in this area.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH, headquartered in Hildesheim, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH. We develop software solutions for navigation and driver information systems, and we specialize in applications for networked components in vehicles and innovative modules for smartphones. With over 100 employees, we develop customized software for embedded, smartphone, and back-end platforms at our Hildesheim location. With our main focus on fields of technology at the interface of the CE, IT and automotive industries, we want to continue to impress customers with our exceptional innovative power and quality in the future.

Your responsibilities:
- Holistic development of mobile apps for iPhone/Android-systems from first idea to series production
- Development of system-related libraries, which completely exploit opportunities of the platform
- Development of innovative solutions concerning mobile internet services in automotive environment
- Further development of eco systems for smartphone usage in cars

Your competencies and qualifications:
- Experience in Objective C as well as in development of complex iOS/Android apps
- Experience with development tools: Xcode, Git, Jira, Bamboo, Design Patterns/ Multithread Applications
- Design pattern/multithread applications
- Desirable: AppCode IDE, Swift, SCRUM-experience
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills (German and English)

Do you want to work part-time? We offer individual working time models.

Make it happen. Apply now.
Start your IT Career@Bosch Car Multimedia
If you are interested in this position please apply through the online application at www.access.de/bosch-cm

www.bosch-career.com
Software Engineer (f/m)
Engineering, Software Development

Corporate success at Bosch is determined by innovation capability and an edge in know-how. Accept with us the challenge of new tasks by your willingness to permanently learn something new. Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH is a globally operating division of the Bosch Group. We develop smart customer-oriented solutions for integrated entertainment, navigation, telematics and driver assistance functions in the Original Equipment business. In this context, we use our specific system integration skills to further expand our leadership position in this area.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH, headquartered in Hildesheim, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH. We develop software solutions for navigation and driver information systems, and we specialize in applications for networked components in vehicles and innovative modules for smartphones. With over 100 employees, we develop customized software for embedded, smartphone, and back-end platforms at our Hildesheim location. With our main focus on fields of technology at the interface of the CE, IT and automotive industries, we want to continue to impress customers with our exceptional innovative power and quality in the future.

Your responsibilities:
- You are working in a highly motivated international team of software developers, focusing on infotainment software for OEM customers
- Developing and maintaining a state-of-the-art and efficient development environment for our development teams
- Continuous integration, test, and delivery
- Automatic Software Deployment

Your competencies and qualifications:
- Experience in software development processes of complex software systems (e.g. Embedded)
- Good communication skills in English
- Intercultural competencies and experiences in international cooperations

Do you want to work part-time? We offer individual working time models.

Make it happen. Apply now.
Start your IT Career@Bosch Car Multimedia
If you are interested in this position please apply through the online application at www.access.de/bosch-cm

www.bosch-career.com
Software Project Manager for Automotive Systems (f/m)

Engineering, Software Development

Corporate success at Bosch is determined by innovation capability and an edge in know-how. Accept with us the challenge of new tasks by your willingness to permanently learn something new. Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH is a globally operating division of the Bosch Group. We develop smart customer-oriented solutions for integrated entertainment, navigation, telematics and driver assistance functions in the Original Equipment business. In this context, we use our specific system integration skills to further expand our leadership position in this area.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH, headquartered in Hildesheim, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH. We develop software solutions for navigation and driver information systems, and we specialize in applications for networked components in vehicles and innovative modules for smartphones. With over 100 employees, we develop customized software for embedded, smartphone, and back-end platforms at our Hildesheim location.

With our main focus on fields of technology at the interface of the CE, IT and automotive industries, we want to continue to impress customers with our exceptional innovative power and quality in the future.

Your responsibilities:
- Managing software development for a global Infotainment Project
- Planning and tracking sub-project related activities to software creation
- Being customer interface concerning software issues

Your competencies and qualifications:
- At least three years of professional experience in software development as project manager (preferably in automotive fields or CE)
- Dealing with complex software systems in vehicles
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English
- Analytical skills and autonomous work methods
- Experience in agile development methods
- Assertiveness, goal orientation

Do you want to work part-time? We offer individual working time models.

Make it happen. Apply now.
Start your IT Career@Bosch Car Multimedia
If you are interested in this position please apply through the online application at www.access.de/bosch-cm

www.bosch-career.com
Corporate success at Bosch is determined by innovation capability and an edge in know-how. Accept with us the challenge of new tasks by your willingness to permanently learn something new. Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH is a globally operating division of the Bosch Group. We develop smart customer-oriented solutions for integrated entertainment, navigation, telematics and driver assistance functions in the Original Equipment business. In this context, we use our specific system integration skills to further expand our leadership position in this area.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH, headquartered in Hildesheim, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH. We develop software solutions for navigation and driver information systems, and we specialize in applications for networked components in vehicles and innovative modules for smartphones. With over 100 employees, we develop customized software for embedded, smartphone, and back-end platforms at our Hildesheim location. With our main focus on fields of technology at the interface of the CE, IT and automotive industries, we want to continue to impress customers with our exceptional innovative power and quality in the future.

Your responsibilities:
- Work as part of a dynamic and agile team to bring your personal ideas to continuously improve our product software architecture
- Develop detailed software architectures for future products
- Participate in every stage of the software development from brainstorming and design through feature implementation until product launch
- Take the lead in solving system wide optimization problems

Your competencies and qualifications:
- Developing and delivering software products on Linux platforms
- Excellent C++, Script programming and Java skills
- Thorough knowledge of object-oriented development and design
- Proven record of completing projects on-time and to specification
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills (German and English)

Do you want to work part-time? We offer individual working time models.

Make it happen. Apply now.
Start your IT Career@Bosch Car Multimedia
If you are interested in this position please apply through the online application at www.access.de/bosch-cm

www.bosch-career.com